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Characterization of Projection Systems for the MPEG-4 Digital Cinema
Compression Scheme Evaluation

1. Background

The internationalstandards organizationofficially titled ISO/IEC/JTCl/SC29/WG11,otherwise known
as the MovingPicture Experts Group (MPEG),and the Digital Cinema Ad Hoc Groupunder MPEG,
subjectivelyassessing various compressionalgorithms for digital cinema applications. The group
designedan experiment involving two digital cinemaprojectors: a projectorusing a digital micromirror
device (DMD), and a cathode ray tube (CRT)projector. Various trained observersviewed sequentialand
side-by-sidedigital cinema clips (one side compressed, the other uncompressed)and rated the quality of
the images for each projector. These tests were held at the EntertainmentTechnologyCenter (ETC,
Hollywood,CA), located in the historic Warner/PacificTheater on HollywoodBoulevard.

The MPEG Digital Cinema Ad Hoc Group was concerned about whether the systembeing used (server,
interface,projector, screen, viewingroom) would block out important details in the assessmentof the
compressionalgorithms.NIST was asked to oversee initial measurementsmade of projectors in order to
characterizetheir performancebefore the subjectivevisual testing was begun. THX (a division of
LucasFilm,Burbank, CA) made the actual measurements. The responsibilitieswere broken down as
follows:

NIST's role--to oversee the measurement process:
[J perform diagnostics to determine instrumentation limitations and provide solutions when

possible;
[J determine stray-light contributions of the room;
[J determine other factors that might influence the measurements;
[J provide an uncertainty assessment of the measurement process;
[J assure that procedures, whenever possible, follow the relevant ANSI and VESA standards;
o provide a spreadsheet for data collection and analysis;
o and provide the MPEG Digital Cinema Ad Hoc Group with test patterns.

THX's role:
o provide measurementequipment;
[J perform actual measurementsused to evaluate the projectors;
[J and provide expertiseas needed.

The followingdescribes the results of the projector characterizationas reported to the MPEG Digital
Cinema Ad Hoc Group in July 2001.



2. Characterization of Projection Systems for the MPEG-4 Digital Cinema
Compression Scheme Evaluation

The following data was collectedby the THX Division of LucasFilmLtd., Burbank, CA and by
Paul Miller of the EntertainmentTechnologyCenter on June 21, 2001. The relative expanded
uncertainty of the photometric measurements(with a coveragefactor of k=2)was 12% in
luminance,and :to.005 in 1931crn chromaticitycoordinates,based on the measurementsmade
by THX. NIST provided technical expertise,measurementdiagnostics, test patterns, and
uncertainty assessment. NIST also ensured that, where relevant, each measurementfollowed the
appropriateprocedures described in the following standards [1]:

ANSI/NAPM IT7.228-1997ElectronicProjection-Fixed ResolutionProjectors
ANSI/PIMA IT7.227-1998 Electronic Projection-Variable ResolutionProjectors
VESA Flat Panel Display MeasurementsStandardVersion 2.0 (June 2001)

These measurementscharacterize the projector systemperformanceon June 21, 2001, at the
Warner/PacificTheater and at the particular settingsand configurationson that day. The
projection system includes the combined effectof the digital cinema projectors,projection
screen, storage system, interfaces,and converters.

The assigneduncertaintydoes not incorporate shifts due to drift, environmentalchanges, or
readjustmentof the projectors. Neither does the uncertainty implya calibration or certification
byNIST. Traceabilityto NIST can be inferred through the calibrationof the measurement
equipmentprovided by THX, but not through any direct comparisonwith NIST equipment as
used at the site.

The measurementsand procedures were establishedthrough discussionsby NIST with Ad Hoc
Group members (see Table 3). Some of these measurementsand procedureswere not performed
due to time constraints imposed by the Digital Cinema Ad Hoc Group. In addition to the set-up
and diagnosticmeasurements, the followingmeasurementswere made:

Room configuration(geometryof projector, viewer, and screen)
Room conditions (ambient light)
Screengain
Light output and nonuniformityof white andblack
Color temperature and white point
Color chromaticityof primaries and color gamut area
Contrast ratio (checkerboard,sampled, and full-screen)
Gray-scale levels and gamma estimation
Resolution and contrast modulation
Aspect ratio

Patterns were chosen based upon the list of requested measurementsand drawn from the set of
test patterns developed by Kelley at NIST and Miseli at Sun Microsystems[2]. Descriptions of
the patterns described in Table 2 may be found in either the VESA FPDM or the ANSI/PIMA
electronicprojection standards. Electroniccopies of the imagefiles used, in the proper formats,



are available at http://www.itl.nist.gov/div895/TestPatterns/index.html.Because the two display
interfaces and image formats differ, the test patterns were generatedin the same formats and
stored and displayedusing the same systemcomponents employedfor the subjective viewing
tests. Pattern generationwas based on specificationsin the relevant SMPTE standard [3]. The
digital formats for the test patterns and cinema clips for the two projectors are as described in the
following table.

Table 1. Image Formats for Projection Systems

Table 2. Test Patterns

DESCRIPTION
SETUP PATTERNS

PATTERN

FULL SCREEN WHITE

~~

,I
I

I
. [ '

--- b;_. -" .- ...-....--- -.- ._-- I

Used in setup of projector.

White backgroundversion is based upon ANSI setup
pattern

---,,--.---

Used for white luminance,white nonuniformity,color
temperature,and full-screencontrast measurements.

* These code values map to the full range oflight output of both projectors. See Ref. 4, p. 12.
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Image Attribute DMD Pro.iection System CRT Pro.iection System
Color-codingcomponents [4] R'G'B' Y'C'BC'R
Addressable active pixels per 1280X 1024 1920X 1080
frame

Addressable storedpixels per 1920X 1080 1920X 1080
frame
Sampling 4:4:4 4:2:2
Bits per sample 10 10

Full range Rec. 709 code [64,940] for R, G, and B [64, 940] for Y
values

*
[64,960] CB,and CR

Image file format DPX [51 YUV



FULL SCREEN BLACK

Used for black luminance,black nonuniformity,and
full-screencontrast measurements.

FULL SCREEN COLOR PRIMARIES

Used for color luminance and chromaticity
measurements.

4x4 CHECKERBOARDCONTRASTPATTERN

Used for checkerboardcontrast (ANSI contrast)

ALIGNMENT PATTERNS

Used for aspect ratio measurements
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FULL SCREEN GRAY LEVELS

Used for gray-level luminance and chromaticity
measurements,and gamma estimation.

Eight full-screen gray levels were used, assuming
10bits, with Rec.709 range [64 - 940]:

Black (0) = 64/940
Level (1) = 189/940
Level (2) = 314/940
Level (3) = 439/940
Level (4) = 564/940
Level (5) = 689/940
Level (6) = 815/940
White (7) = 940/940
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NxN HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL GRILL PATTERNS (lxI, 2><2,3x3, 4x4, 5x5)

Used for contrast modulationand resolutionmeasurements. Unless specified otherwise, these
patterns will always start with white at left or top. Not all grill patterns are shown here. Patterns
shown are magnifiedfor demonstrationpurposes.

Table 3. Test Procedures

1) Projector setup

a) references
ANSI/NAPMIT7.228 (IEC Draft 61947-1)

1.1 Stipulations
ANSI/NAPM IT7.227 (IEC 61947-2)

1.2 Stipulations
VESA FPDM Ver 2.0 (2001)

301 Setup of Display and Equipment

b) patterns
i) Setup pattern with white background
ii) Setuppattern with 50 % gray background
iii) Setuppattern with black background
iv) Full-screen white field pattern
v) Others as needed

c) procedures
i) Place full-screenwhite field on screen.
ii) Warm up projector for a minimum of 20 min.
iii) Adjust projector controls to desired settingsusing setup patterns and other appropriate

patterns (performedby projector manufacturers).
iv) At this point, projector controls remain unchangedthroughoutmeasurements for the

results to be valid.
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2) Evaluate measurement apparatus and room conditions
a) references [6]

VESA FPDM Ver 2.0 (2001)
301-2 Measurementand Display Conditions
301-3 Display Setup and SubjectiveTesting
301-4 MeasurementRepeatability(Luminance)
A101 Veiling Glare and Lens Flare Errors
A221 Statementsof Uncertainty

b) patterns
i) Full-screen white field pattern
ii) Full-screen 4 x 4 checkerboardpattern

c) procedures [6]
i) Evaluate alignmenterror of illuminancemeter.
ii) Determine illuminanceposition error.
iii) Determine repeatabilityof luminancemeasurements.
iv) Measure ambient light conditions.
v) Determine veiling glare effects.
vi) Determine other stray-lightcontributions.
vii)Measure screen gain.

3) Light output, color, and nonuniformity of white and black

a) references
ANSI/NAPMIT7.228 (IEC Draft 61947-1)

4 Light output measurementand specification
4.2 Light uniformity

ANSI/NAPM IT7.227 (IEC 61947-2)
4.1 Light output measurements
5.1 Light output specifications
5.2 Light output uniformity

VESA FPDM Ver 2.0 (2001)
306-1 Sampled Uniformity& Color of White
306-2 SampledUniformity of Black

b) patterns
i) Full-screen white field pattern
ii) Full-screen white field pattern with 13measurementalignmentcircles
iii) Full-screen black field pattern
iv) Full-screen black field pattern with 13measurementalignmentcircles

c) procedures
i) Place white field pattern onto projection screen. Use the pattern with 13measurement

alignment circles to align LMD at each measurementpoint, and switch to pattern
without circles for measurement.
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ii) Place LMD at design viewing location.
iii) Measure luminanceat each measurementlocation,Li, where i= 1,...,13.

1 n=9
iv) Calculate the sampled white luminance Lw=- LLi and the sampled

n i=1

1 n=9 1 n=9
chromaticity Xw =- LXi' Yw =- LYi for the n=9positions on the white field (don't

n i=1 n i=1

use the four comer positions).

v) Calculate the nonuniformity of white, Nonuniformity= 100%
(

1- Lmin
)

, where Lmaxand
Lmax

Lminare the maximum and minimum measured white luminance, respectively, of the
sampled white luminance set: L;, where i = 1,..., 13.

vi) Place black field pattern onto projection screen. Use the pattern with 13 measurement
alignment circles to align LMD at each measurement point, and switch to pattern
without circles for measurement.

vii) Place LMD at design viewing location.
viii) Measure luminance at each measurement location, Li, where i= 1,... ,13.

1 n=9
ix) Calculate the sampled black luminance Lb = - LLi and the sampled

n i=1

1 n=9 1 n=9
chromaticity Xb = - LXi' Yb =- LYi for the n=9 positions on the black field (don't

n i=1 n i=1

use the four comer positions).

x) Calculate the nonuniformity of black, Nonuniformity= 100%
(
1- Lmin

)
, where Lmaxand

Lmax

Lminare the maximum and minimum measured black luminance, respectively, of the
sampled black luminance set: Li, where i = 1,..., 13.

xi) Report luminance, nonuniformity, and chromaticity of white and black.

4) Color temperatureand white point

a) references:
ANSI/NAPMIT7.228 (IEC Draft 61947-1)

5.5 Color measurements
ANSI/NAPM IT7.227 (IEC 61947-2)

6.6 Color measurements
VESA FPDM Ver 2.0 (2001)

302-1 Luminance and Color of Full-Screen White

b) patterns:
i) Full-screen white field
ii) Full-screen white field with 13measurementalignmentcircles

c) procedures:
i) Place white field pattern onto projection screen. Use the pattern with 13measurement

alignment circles to align LMD at each measurementpoint, and switch to pattern
without circles for measurement.
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ii) Direct LMD at center screen position from design viewing location.

iii) Measure the white-point chromaticity(xw,Yw)and the CCT.

iv) Use formulas 5(3.3.4) and 6(3.3.4) in Wyszecki and Stiles, C%r Science (pp. 145-
146, second Ed., Wiley, 1982) to compute the point (Xd,Yd) on the daylight locus that
is associated with CCT TB.First, define g = 1000/ TB

If TB< 7000, then Xd= - 4.6070 g3+ 2.9678 g2+ 0.09911g + 0.244063.
If TB> 7000, then Xd= - 2.0064 g3+ 1.9018 g2+ 0.24748 g + 0.237040.
In either case, Yd= 3.000 xl + 2.870 Xd- 0.275.

v) Convert (xw, Yw) and (Xd,Yd) to u'v' coordinates:
(u'w, v'w) = (4 Xw, 9 Yw)/(3 + 12Yw - 2 xw)
(U'd, V'd) = (4 Xd, 9 Yd)/(3 + 12 Yd -2 Xd)

vi) Evaluate L\u'v' between (u'w, v'w) and (U'd, V'd):

A II ~{I ' )2 (
, '

)
2

IJ.U v = \U W-Ud + Vw -vd

vii) Report CCT, chromaticity of white point, and color difference.

5) Color chromaticity and gamut area

a) references:
ANSI/NAPMIT7.228 (IECDraft 61947-1)

5.51 Color chromatically
5.52 Color uniformity

ANSI/NAPMIT7.227 (IEC 61947-2)
6.6.1 Color chromaticity
6.6.2 Color uniformity

VESA FPDM Ver 2.0 (2001)
302-4 Gamut and Color of Full Screen
302-4A Gamut-AreaMetric

b) patterns:
i) Full-screenred field
ii) Full-screen red field with 13measurementalignmentcircles
iii) Full-screen green field
iv) Full-screen green field with 13measurementalignment circles
v) Full-screen blue field
vi) Full-screen blue field with 13measurementalignmentcircles

c) procedures:
i) For each full-screenprimary (RGB),place the appropriatepattern onto projection

screen. Use the pattern with 13measurement alignmentcircles to align LMD at the
measurementpoint, and switch to pattern without circles for measurement.

ii) Measure luminanceand chromaticityat center screen for all of the full-screen
primaries.
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iii) Calculate projector gamut as a percentageof color space using center-screenvalues:

A = 256.91(u~-u' b Xv~ - vb)- (u~ - ub Xv~- Vb~ .
iv) Report color gamut area, and for each primarycolor, report center screen luminance

and chromaticity.

6) Contrast ratio

a) references:
ANSI/NAPMIT7.228 (IEC Draft 61947-1)

4.3 Contrast ratio
ANSI/NAPM IT7.227 (IEC 61947-2)

5.3 Contrast ratio
VESA FPDM Ver 2.0 (2001)

302-3 Darkroom Contrast Ratio of Full Screen
306-3 SampledUniformity of ContrastRatio
304-9 CheckerboardLuminanceand Contrast (nxm)

b) patterns:
i) Full-screen white field
ii) Full-screen white field with 13 measurement alignment circles
iii) Full-screen black field
iv) Full-screen black field with 13 measurement alignment circles
v) Full-screen 4 x 4 checkerboard pattern
vi) Full-screen 4 x 4 checkerboard pattern with 16 measurement alignment circles

c) procedures:
i) Using the center-screenwhite and center-screenblack luminancemeasurements,

calculate full-screencontrast ratio C =Lw .
Lb

ii) Using the sampled white and sampledblack luminancemeasurements,calculate
1n=9L

average sampled contrast ratio CUave=- L ~ where i=l,.. .,9 sampled points on the
n i=1 Lb

screen.

iii) Calculate nonuniformity of contrast ratio = 100%
(
1- Cmin

)
, where Cmaxand Cminare

Cmax

the maximum and minimum contrast, respectively,of the sampled contrast set: Ci,
where i = 1,.. .,13.

iv) Place 4x4 checkerboardprojection screen. Use the pattern with 16measurement
alignment circles to align LMD at each measurementpoint, and switch to pattern
without circles for measurement.

v) Direct LMD at center screenposition from design viewing location.
vi) Measure the screen luminanceat each of the 16points, compensatingfor veiling glare

as necessary.
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vii) Calculate the average checkerboard contrast CCave=~i Lw , where n=8 (number of
n i=1Lb

black and white checkerboard pairs).
viii) Report the full screen contrast, average sampled contrast, checkerboard (ANSI)

contrast, and contrast nonuniformity.

7) Gray Scale

a) references:
VESA FPDM Ver 2.0 (2001)

302-5 Gray Scale of Full Screen
302-5a Determination of "Gamma"

b) patterns (full-screengray levels wi center measurementalignmentcircles with Rec.709
range [64- 940]):
i) Full-screenblack (0) = 64
ii) Full-screenblack (0) = 64 with measurementalignment circles
iii) Full-screen gray level (1) =189
iv) Full-screen gray level (1) =189 graywith measurement alignmentcircles
v) Full-screen level gray (2) = 314
vi) Full-screenlevel gray (2) =314withmeasurementalignmentcircles
vii) Full-screenlevel gray (3) = 439
viii) Full-screenlevel gray (3) = 439 with measurementalignmentcircles
ix) Full-screen level gray (4) = 564
x) Full-screenlevel gray (4) = 564 with measurementalignmentcircles
xi) Full-screenlevel gray (5) = 689
xii) Full-screenlevel gray (5) = 689 graywith measurementalignmentcircles
xiii) Full-screenlevel gray (6) = 815
xiv) Full-screenlevel gray (6) = 815 gray with measurementalignmentcircles
xv) Full-screen white (7) = 940
xvi) Full-screenwhite (7) = 940 with measurementalignmentcircles

c) procedures:
i) For each full-screengray level, place the appropriatepattern onto projection screen.

Use the pattern with 13measurementalignmentcircles to align LMD at the
measurementpoint, and switch to pattern without circles for measurement.

ii) Direct the LMD at center screen from the design viewing location.
iii) Measure center screen luminanceL and chromaticity (x,y) for the full-screengray

scale levels.
iv) Plot the electro-optic transfer function and estimate gamma. Because the full dYnamic

gray scalehas black level code of 64, the gray scale codes are adjustedby subtracting
64 for the gamma estimate. Determine the gammaby fitting a curve to the luminance
data using the model: L =avr +Lb'or in termsof logs, log(L-Lb)=ylog(V)+log(a),
where a and rrelate the signal level Vto the luminanceLand Lb is the black-level
luminance.
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v) Report gray scale luminancesand chromaticity,gamma estimate, and show plot of
electro-optic transfer function.

8) Resolution

a) references:
ANSI/NAPMIT7.228 (IEC Draft 61947-1)

4.4 Small area contrast ratio for alternatingblack and white pixels
5.1 Displayableformat (ANSI Resolution)

ANSI/NAPM IT7.227 (IEC 61947-2)
6.1 Variable resolution measurementand specification
Annex G Alternativemethod for measuringresolutionusing the NIDL grille contrast

method
VESA FPDM Ver 2.0 (2001)

303-2 NxN Grille Luminance and Contrast
303-7 Resolution from Contrast Modulation

b) patterns (black on white):
i) 1 x 1 vertical grill (1 columnon, 1 column off)
ii) 2 x 2 vertical grill
iii) 3 x 3 vertical grill
iv) 4 x 4 vertical grill
v) 5 x 5 vertical grill
vi) 1 x 1horizontal grill (1 row on, 1row off)
vii) 2 x 2 horizontal grill
viii) 3 x 3 horizontal grill
ix) 4 x 4 horizontal grill
x) 4 x 4 horizontal grill

c) procedures:
i) Place the appropriate pattern onto projection screen.
ii) Direct the LMD at center screen from the design viewing position.
iii) Measure the black illuminance Ek and white illuminance Ew for several grilles and

take the average for black and white.

iv) Calculate the contrast modulation em = Epe: - ?/ley for each pattern, where Ewandw+ k

Ek are the average white and black checkerboard illuminances, respectively.

v) Calculate nr, the calculated grille line width (in pixels) for which Cmis estimated to be
equal to the contrast modulation threshold CT= 33% (ANSI) or CT= 25% (VESA):

CT-Cm(n) ( ) ( )
nr =n + () for Cm n < CT < Cm\n + 1 .Cmn+l -Cm(n)

.
) C I I h I

.
(
.

b f I bl
.

I #of addressable lines
VI a cu ate t e reso utlon In num er 0 reso va e plxe s) = for

nr

both horizontal and vertical directions.
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vii)Report addressability, resolution, and show contrast modulation plots.

9) Aspect Ratio

a) references:
ANSI/NAPM IT7.228 (IEC Draft 61947-1)

5.2 Aspect Ratio
VESA FPDM Ver 2.0 (2001)

501-2 Aspect Ratio

b) pattern:
i) Distortion pattern

c) procedures:
i) Place distortion pattern on screen.
ii) Measure horizontal distanceacross center, H.
iii) Measure vertical distance across center,V.

iv) Calculate aspect ratio a = H .V

v) Convert decimal aspect ratio to the nearest integer aspect ratio.
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Table 4. PROJECTION SYSTEMt CHARACTERISTICS FOR MPEG DIGITAL CINEMA
TESTING:

DATE: June 21, 2001
LOCATION:Wamer/Pacific Theater, Hollywood,CA
MEASUREMENTSTAKEN BY: SimonAllen, THX; Paul Miller, ETC
OBSERVERSPaul Boynton,Electronicsand Electrical EngineeringLaboratory,NIST

CharlesFenimore,InformationTechnologyLaboratory,NIST

t Includes projector, screen, storage system, interfaces, and converters for luminance measurements. Illuminance
measurements (including the resolution measurements) do not include the screen in the system.

~The relative expanded uncertainty for the photometric measurements is estimated to be :t12 % for a coverage factor
of k=2, and for the colorimetric measurements, :to.005 in CIE 1931 chromaticity coordinates (x ,y).
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GEOMETRY DMD Pro.iection System CRT Pro.iection System
Projector distance from center screen 14m 9m

Design viewing distance from center screen 5m 5m

Angle of incidence 0.40 100

Angle of reflectance 250 250

AMBIENT LIGHT (center screen, pro.iector off) 0.02 Ix 0.02 Ix

SCREEN GAIN (from design viewing location) 1.0 1.0

LUMINANCE AND UNIFORMITY
Sampled luminance of white 43 cd/m2 4.6 cd/m2

Sampled luminance of black 0.05 cd/m2 0.01 cd/m2
Nonuniformity of white 32% 59%
Nonuniformity of black 54% 5.9%
Sampled color temperature 5837 K 6508 K

Sampled white point (x,y) (0.324, 0.362) (0.313,0.314)

LUMINANCE AND CHROMATICITY OF
PRIMARIES

Luminance of red 7.0 cd/m2 2.7 cd/m2

Chromaticity of red (x,y) (0.660, 0.305) (0.659, 0.338)
Luminance of green 18 cd/m2 4.7 cd/m2

Chromaticity of green (x,y) (0.251, 0.665) (0.325, 0.590)
Luminance of blue 3.1 cd/m:.! 0.6 cd/m2

Chromaticity of blue (x,y) (0.138, 0.070) (0.146, 0.064)

Color gamut area 39.5 % 32.6%

CONTRAST
Full screen contrast ratio at center 880:1 940:1
Sampled contrast ratio (9-point) 930:1 690:1

Contrast nonuniformity (13-point) 56% 40%

Checkerboard contrast (4x4) 140:1 76:1



Log-Log Plot of Luninance Vs. Gray Scale

2.6

log gray-scale value

2.8 3.0
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RESOLUTION DMD Projection System CRT Projection System
Contrast modulation threshold criteria 25% 25%
Addressability-horizontal 1280 1920

Addressability-vertical 1024 1080

# Of resolvable pixels-horizontal 1280 1528

# Of resolvable pixels-vertical 1024 794

ASPECT RATIO
Decimal 1.25 1.79

Integer 5:4 16:9

GRAYSCALE DMDProjectionSystem CRT ProjectionSystem

Gamma 2.53 2.18

luminance x y luminance x y
Gray Scale Value=940 44 0.324 0.363 6.4 0.318 0.315
Gray Scale Value=815 29 0.324 0.363 4.9 0.322 0.319
Gray Scale Value=689 18 0.324 0.363 3.5 0.325 0.320
Gray Scale Value=564 10 0.324 0.364 2.2 0.329 0.317
Gray Scale Value=439 4.9 0.324 0.363 1.3 0.326 0.309
Gray Scale Value=314 1.7 0.325 0.363 0.53 0.319 0.301
Gray Scale Value=189 0.33 0.330 0.363 0.087 0.326 0.317
Gray Scale Value=64 0.053 0.368 0.365 0.0084 low signal

2.0

1.5

GI 1.0
u
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0.5
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0.0
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